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Reliability Assurance Project 2017 Findings

Introduction

The September 2011 Southwest Blackout revealed operational vulnerabilities in the Western Interconnection. Since 
the event, Western Interconnection entities have worked to improve their practices. WECC acknowledges that 
entities have made progress and, in some cases, the improvement has been substantial. However, six years after the 
event, the Western Interconnection has not fully addressed key issues and still has a lot of work to do. This work goes 
beyond addressing issues individually and making changes to distinct practices and capabilities as necessary. Ensuring 
system reliability will require continuous improvement in culture and relationships in addition to practices. All entities 
must recognize their role in a shared responsibility for the reliability of the Western Interconnection, and work to 
continuously improve their practices and operational approach. 

In 2016, a joint team from WECC and NERC launched the Reliability Assurance Project. The goal of the Assurance 
project is to assess the status of key operational practices in the Western Interconnection through site visits with 
selected entities.1  The Assurance work focuses on five operational practice areas:

• Wide-Area View
• Real-Time Assessments
• Next-Day Studies
• Communication, Coordination and Data Sharing
• Operational Paradigm and Relationships

Over the course of 2016 and 2017, the Assurance Team visited 24 Transmission Operators (TOP) in the West. 
Generally, entities responded positively to the project and displayed a genuine desire for input and discussion on how 
to improve their practices. They sought and remained open-minded to the team’s feedback.

This report contains a summary of the project findings from the last two years, including areas of concern and areas 
of excellence in practice. The report also provides a comparison of practices in 2011 to current practices to help 
gauge the progress made to date. 

1The Assurance project is a confidential, non-public activity. The identity of participating entities and entity-specific information will 
not be shared. In cases of best practices, WECC will share specific entities’ information only with the express consent of the entity. 

High-Level Growth

Entities conduct quality Real-time assessments

In 2011, it was noted that many entities did not have Real-time Contingency Analysis (RTCA) tools, or they did not 
use them. Today, most entities have various tools and conduct Real-time assessments. This is a substantial change 
that sets entities up for continued improvement in Real-time assessments going forward.

Next-Day Studies (NDS) have improved

Since 2011, the quality and sharing of next-day study practices have improved. All entities conduct some 
evaluation of their system for the next day. Most entities run NDS that include sub-100-kV elements, external 
contingencies and external outages. Some best performers are pushing the envelope and working on hour-ahead 
study capabilities.

Information sharing has improved

Of all the concerns identified in 2011, information sharing and communication has improved the most. Entities 
exhibit a genuine willingness to share data with each other and the RC, and share the data in a timely manner.
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Following are general concerns about operational practices across the Western Interconnection. These concerns 
underlie the more specific concerns addressed later in the report.

Entities are addressing recommended activities, but progress is slower than expected

Overall, the rate of change in operational practices across the Interconnection is too slow. The extent to which 
entities have undertaken the recommended operations and planning activities from the Southwest Outage report 
varies. Some entities have made improvements because of the event; however, there are only a few entities with 
exceptional practices across the board. Apparent obstacles to growth are not insurmountable. For example:

• Time: It takes time to implement operational changes; however, the entities directly involved in the 2011 
outage (those the team visited) have made sweeping changes to their operational and planning activities 
in the last six years. It is reasonable to expect that all entities could have addressed the recommended 
practices during this time.

• Size and Resources: The team visited some small, relatively resource-constrained entities that had very good 
operational practices. This indicates that while an entity’s size and resources may play a role in their ability 
to implement changes, these limitations can be overcome. These entities maximized the efficiency of their 
resources and accomplished improvements in operational practices. 

• Proximity: Some entities view the 2011 outage as an issue on someone else’s system. Believing the issues 
belong to other entities allows an entity to excuse itself from making improvements. This belief may be 
preventing some entities in the Interconnection from taking proactive action to improve their operational 
practices.

Progress on improving the reliability culture is moving slowly

Reliability Assurance Project 2017 Findings

High-Level Concerns

The most crucial factors controlling the implementation of change are company culture, attitude and lack of 
urgency. While progress has been observed there are still improvements to be made. Entities are responding to 
the recommended activities but few have fully addressed the approaches, attitudes and outlooks that made the 
2011 event possible. Some entities have made this shift, including a few that were not directly involved in the 
event. For the rest, the team observed some concerning themes:

• With regard to reliability, many entities are still narrowly focused on their unique operations rather than the 
role they play in the larger Interconnection-wide system. 

• Some entities have not acknowledged that changes at the Interconnection level could impact their 
operations. These entities assume that because their systems do not change and they are very familiar with 
their systems, they are at little to no risk of negative impacts. 

• Some entities believe their operations do not impact the larger grid. These entities use their assumption 
that they are not big enough or physically positioned to matter to excuse themselves from participating in 
reliability improvements at the Interconnection level.

Acknowledgement of the integrated nature of the system and broad reliability concerns is critical to eliminating 
a pattern of sporadic improvement in reaction to specific events and ensuring a continuous progression of 
improvement that occurs independent from events.
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Overall Entity Performance

In the last six years, entities have made strides in addressing the issues identified in the 2011 event. However, based 
on observations of the team, we are not as far along across the entire Interconnection as we need to be to ensure 
reliability of the system. The team did observe a few entities that have made enormous strides and now represent 
the best performers in the West. A very small number of entities have made only minor improvements, and the team 
is concerned about their trajectory. The majority of entities fall in between these two extremes and demonstrate 
varying levels of commitment to an implementation of change. 

To compare performance across entities, the team scored entities in each of the key operational areas listed above. 
This scoring method allowed the team to examine relative performance and look for common characteristics and 
indicators of performance. Entity size is a moderate indicator of performance; however, it is not always the case that 
the larger the entity the better its performance. The three largest entities on average scored less than the next three 
largest entities. In addition, four of the five top scoring entities were medium and small entities.

Excellent Performance: Average of excellent performance scores 
across five topics

Concerning Performance: Average of concerning performance 
scores across five topics

Excellent 
Performance

Concerning
Performance

< 10 10  - 35 > 7035  - 70
Size in MVA Equivalent (1,000 MVA)

Max Avg Min
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Wide-Area View

Description

A Wide-Area view provides entities with Real-time and 
planning information about what occurs outside their 
system that may impact them as well as how events 
and conditions on their systems impact the larger 
network. Wide-area view is comprised of the following 
topics: 

• External Visibility: How well entities see 
impactful elements/contingencies outside their 
systems 

• Tools: The types, quality and effectiveness of 
situational awareness tools

• Visualization: How well the entity’s map board 
and displays provide easy-to-observe facility 
status and parameters

• Alarming: How well alarms indicate important 
information and provide clear operator actions

The team observed the following practices or 
approaches at many entities.

• Lack of Balanced Approach to External Visibility: 
Generally, entities determine the extent of their 
external visibility in their system overviews solely 
through judgement and experience. Coupling 
judgement with a systematic process (e.g., sensitivity 
studies) is a more balanced approach that minimizes 
error and inconsistency. 

• Lack of Quick Overview Information: Nearly all entities 
lack a way to quickly assess key system information on 
their map board, causing operators to refer to multiple 
windows on desktop displays. 

• Incomplete Recognition of Interconnectedness: 
Many entities believe there is limited mutual impact 
between them and the surrounding system. These 
entities do not fully identify and recognize the 
interconnected nature of the broader system. They 
excuse themselves from participating in reliability 
improvements at the Interconnection-wide level 
because they believe they are not big enough or 
physically positioned to matter.

• Alarm Overload: Most of the control rooms the team 
visited were overrun with alarms. The alarms are too 
great in number, do not provide pertinent information 
to the operator, do not require a response, or lack 
a specified action with which to respond. Alarm 
prioritization is not as effective as it could be.

The team observed the following excellent 
practices at one or more entity. 

• Study Approach to External Visualization: Periodic 
sensitivity studies with defined distribution factors 
help entities determine the appropriate extent of their 
external visibility. By including identified elements 
in all models, NDS, EMS and RTCA (topologies and 
contingencies), entities ensure they can see and plan 
for elements and contingencies that can impact their 
systems. 

• Geospatial Tools for Situation Awareness: Geospatial 
tools provide information on external factors that can 
augment broad situational awareness. Geographical 
transmission displays with weather, fire, flow 
magnitude and voltage layers help operators prepare 
for factors that may impact operations.

• Smart Alarming with Compensatory Actions: Pre-
determined alarm response actions programmed 
into the EMS ensure that upon receipt of an alarm 
operators can quickly access alarm information and 
appropriate response actions.

Individual Entity Performance

Overall, there is a moderate positive correlation 
between entity size and performance for Wide-Area 
view. Additional resources and personnel may help 
entities acquire additional tools and enhance map 
boards. However, improvements to external visibility 
can be made even with limited resources, as can 
implementation of some tools.

Areas of Concern

Excellence in Practice

Excellent Performance: Performers identify impactful facilities 
through sensitivity analysis; have quick views of key factors 
(e.g., line loading, voltage); have effective tools to maintain 
visibility of key factors and impactful facilities; and have an 
intentional approach to alarming that includes effective filters.

Concerning Performance: Performers do no validate impactful 
facilities; make ineffective use of overview displays; lack quick 
views of key factors; and are distracted by unnecessary or 
duplicative alarms.

Excellent 
Performance

Concerning
Performance

< 101 0  - 35 > 7035  - 70
Size in MVA Equivalent (1,000 MVA)

Max Avg Min
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Entities’ models include varying numbers of buses that 
are outside of their system. Generally, entities rely on 
professional judgement and operational experience to 
determine the extent of their external visibility. Three 
entities have employed more systematic processes; 
e.g., sensitivity studies to complement experience and 
judgement to enhance their studies. On the other hand, 
some entities believe they are not big enough to matter.

External Visibility

Today

Transmission Owner/Operators (TOP) had limited Real-
time visibility outside their systems, typically monitoring 
only one external bus. As a result, they lacked adequate 
situational awareness of external contingencies that 
could impact their systems. They also did not fully 
understand how contingencies on their own system 
impacted their neighbors.

Lookback Summary

Wide-Area View

2011

All entities have sufficient SCADA or EMS models for 
their internal systems. Twenty of 24 entities visited 
have either in-house RTCA or use Peak Reliability’s 
(Peak) Hosted Advanced Applications (HAA). Entities use 
geospatial tools to improve their awareness of outside 
factors; e.g., weather, fire activity.

Tools

All entities involved in the event had some form of 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) tool, 
but some entities had inadequate Real-time tools, or had 
Real-time tools that were not operational. When entities 
used Real-time tools, they were sometimes used so 
infrequently that they did not provide much value.

Entities are starting to take advantage of new tools, 
though operator resistance to change slows their 
adoption in some cases. Nearly all entities lacked a way 
to quickly glance at their map board and understand 
key system conditions like percent line loading, flow 
direction and voltage levels.

Visualization

This issue was not specifically included in the Joint 
report; however, failure to actively monitor RTCA results 
and inadequate display of alarms prevented corrective 
action during the event. Key operational information was 
not displayed in such a way that it alerted operators to 
issues on the system.

All entities had alarms that notified operators, were 
prioritized and allowed filtering. A common concern is 
the large number of alarms and alarming approaches 
that lack efficient categorization, do not provide 
pertinent information, do not require a response, or lack 
a specified action with which to respond.

Alarming

Alarming functions were inadequate at alerting 
operators to issues. Some entities had alarming schemes 
that prevented operators from easily recognizing an 
alarm and driving appropriate priorities and actions. 
In at least one case, there were no audible alarms and 
the operators had to manually pull up alarm screens to 
check for alarms.
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Today In Depth

External Visibility

An entity’s external visibility is limited by the size of its model. Entities include varying numbers of buses outside of 
their system in their models. This limits their external visibility in their next-day studies, state estimator, and Energy 
Management System (EMS) models; and, in turn, their ability to accurately predict facility impacts. Generally, entities 
have relied on professional judgement and operational experience to determine the external visibility of their models. 
This poses a concern because while professional judgement and experience is necessary to good external visibility, 
it is not sufficient and should be complemented with a systematic approach; e.g., sensitivity studies to identify 
potentially impacted facilities. 

Many of the entities visited expressed a desire to include additional external elements in their models, and a few 
have started a process to do so. However, most entities still rely solely on professional judgement. Only in a few 
exceptional cases have entities conducted sensitivity studies to determine how far into neighboring systems they 
should look. The extent of external visibility varies across entities; however, it is critical for all entities (independent of 
size or location) to have a systematic method for determining which external facilities to include on map boards and 
EMS screens. Of the entities visited, three of twenty-four had conducted a systematic review of their system to detect 
facilities to include and incorporated those results into their EMS and map board. Two of these entities conduct this 
review on a periodic basis.

A concerning driver of this trend is a belief some entities hold that they and their neighbors have limited potential 
for mutual impact; therefore, they do not need to look very far into other systems. While this sentiment was not 
common to all entities visited, it is a concerning attitude that may reflect a situation where entities have a greater 
impact on the overall system than they realize. Entities that hold this belief use it to exempt themselves from 
identifying facilities beyond their footprint or recognizing fully the integrated nature of the Interconnection-wide 
system. These entities excuse themselves from participating in reliability at the Interconnection-wide level by claiming 
they are not big enough or physically positioned to matter. In a system impacted by rapid change, it is not a reliable 
practice to rely solely on experience to determine impact. The inclusion of external facilities cannot be based on only 
the size or location of the entity; it must be periodically, independently and systematically studied on an impact basis.

Tools

The assurance work focused on the quality and range of tools available to operators and whether they give operators 
adequate situational awareness.

• RTCA: Twenty of the 24 entities visited use some form of RTCA, either through Peak’s HAA tool or an in-house 
third-party application. All ten entities visited in 2017 employ one of these types of RTCA. RTCA is covered in 
more depth in the Real-Time Assessments section of this report. 

• SCADA or EMS: All TOPs maintain a sufficient SCADA or EMS model for their portion of the BES; however, the 
extent of included external facilities in that model vary. There was some discussion with entities about the lack 
of ability to see broad-area flow patterns or transfers. Some entities plan to enhance their broad-area view, 
while others maintained that Peak Reliability Coordinator (RC) carries that responsibility.

• Geospatial tools: Entities consistently make use of geospatial tools that are readily available to track impactful 
elements like weather, lightning and fire. Some entities have integrated system information into geospatial tools 
by incorporating layers with transmission facilities, voltage heat maps, and flow magnitude and status. These 
tools provide useful information that can augment, but not replace, traditional situational awareness tools.

Wide-Area View
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Today In Depth

Visualization

Entities use displays and map boards for system visualization. The type of map board technology employed by 
entities varies. Entities use either tile map boards with indicator lights or electronic map boards. Some entities were 
transitioning to an electronic map board, and one was considering this change soon. Regardless of the technology 
used, some common themes emerged.

• In nearly every case, entities lack a way to quickly glance at their map board and understand key system 
conditions like percent line loading, flow direction and voltage levels. Operators could access this information 
on their desktop displays but had to dig through several screens on their EMS to do so. Understanding the 
displays requires intimate familiarity with the system, so a seasoned operator may be able to recognize the 
information displayed, but a new operator may struggle. In both cases, unnecessary time is spent collecting 
the information when sifting through multiple EMS screens. Quick views of elements (e.g. line loading, flow 
direction, voltage levels) give operators advance awareness of potential system issues.

• In several cases, map boards were so overrun with colors and information that it made it difficult to identify the 
useful information. Electronic map boards allow more flexibility in the information displayed, but in some cases, 
there is too much information. 

• Tile map boards are commonly tagged with magnets, stickers, clips, or other markers that are redundant to 
the SCADA/EMS tagging. This provides all operators a quick view of element status but leaves room for status 
control or human performance errors.

Alarming

A high volume of alarms is a concern for many entities. In some cases, entities receive thousands of alarms each day. 
Some operators reported an inability to read all the received alarms. The high volume of alarms can be attributed to 
several factors, including a failure to remove alarms that can be addressed by other departments (e.g., door alarms 
that company security personnel can address), and multiple alarms for single events (e.g., line trips). One reduction 
strategy limited entry alarms during the daytime using a manually selected setting in EMS. 

In some cases, entities simply have a lot of alarms. Entities are not adequately mitigating the impact of a high number 
of alarms through efficient, systematic approaches to bringing alarms into the control room. All entities provide 
operators with EMS filtering tools and give them freedom to customize how they filter incoming alarms. 

In many cases, entities have alarms that require no action. These informational alarms are not set apart from other 
alarms and create more noise in the alarming system. 

In most cases, there is no formal documentation describing the expected response to a particular alarm. In cases 
where documentation does exist, it is hard to find and access (e.g., contained in a central binder). Often the response 
to an alarm was left up to experience or judgement. However, one entity has alarm responses built into EMS and 
another into RTCA. Upon receipt of an alarm, the operators select the alarm and use the predetermined operating 
plan to guide them in responding to the alarm.

Wide-Area View
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Real-Time Assessments

Description

Real-time assessments provide information about 
potential contingencies on the system so operators 
can create mitigation plans ahead of time. Real-time 
assessments are a critical component of a proactive 
approach to system operations. All TOPs are required 
to conduct Real-time assessments (TOP-001 R13), and 
the Assurance Team assumed entities are compliant. 
The assurance work focused on the following areas:

• Tools: Adequacy of tools to monitor, identify and 
plan for contingencies in Real-time

• Quality: Whether entities include all appropriate 
contingencies and how they validate results

• Use: How adept operational personnel are at 
using the tools; the accessibility of result-driven 
operator actions 

• Process in case of failure: Entity action in case of 
RTCA failure

The team observed the following practices or 
approaches at many entities.

• As with wide-are view, the team observed that 
many entities lack a systematic approach to 
determine external visibility in their RTCA tools. 
Most entities rely on professional judgement and 
operator experience alone to determine how far into 
neighboring systems their RTCA tools should monitor.

The team observed the following excellent 
practices at one or more entity. 

• RTCA with Compensatory Actions: Pre-determined 
compensatory actions programmed into RTCA 
give operators immediate access to information in 
the event of a contingency. When a contingency is 
identified in RTCA, operators can quickly access the 
appropriate response within the RTCA tool.

• Actively monitor both in-house and Peak RTCA: 
Continuous monitoring of both internal and Peak 
RTCA provides a quick way to validate RTCA results 
and ensure a broad-area view.

Individual Entity Performance

Overall, there is a moderate positive correlation 
between entity size and performance for RTCA. This 
correlation does not reflect whether entities conduct 
Real-time assessments because that is required under 
the standards and outside the scope of the Assurance 
work. The correlation reflects entity tools for, quality 
of and use of Real-time assessments.

Areas of Concern

Excellence in Practice

Excellent Performance: Performers continuously validate RTCA 
results in Real-time; validate impactful facilities included in 
assessments; compare study results to actual conditions; 
continuously monitor Real-time assessment results; and integrate 
compensatory actions into RTCA.

Concerning Performance: Performers performers do not have 
access to RTCA; rely on another entity for notification of issues; 
and do not monitor or validate Real-time assessments. 

Excellent 
Performance

Concerning
Performance

< 10 10  - 35>  7035  - 70
Size in MVA Equivalent (1,000 MVA)

Max Avg Min
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Entities now have adequate tools to conduct Real-time 
assessments. Twenty of the 24 entities visited have 
some form of RTCA tool, either through Peak’s Hosted 
Advanced Applications (HAA) tool or via an in-house 
tool. The four entities without Real-time assessment 
capability rely on another entity to perform the 
assessment.

Tools

Today

The Joint report noted that many entities had Real-time 
tools but the tools were inadequate and in some cases 
not used or not used properly. Pre-determined studies 
were being used in place of Real-time assessments, 
resulting in out-of-date information that could not 
be used to account for and prepare for all potential 
contingency scenarios in Real-time. More broadly, 
roughly half of TOPs in the Interconnection did not have 
RTCA. About a quarter of these TOPs relied on the RC 
or their host Balancing Authority (BA) to perform this 
function, and the rest used off-line power flow studies, 
nomograms, or nothing at all.

Lookback Summary

Real-Time Assessments

2011

Entities are including more external contingencies in 
their RTCA; however, the number of contingencies they 
include is limited by the extent of their external visibility. 
Entities largely rely on professional judgement—
not backed up by systematic review—to select 
contingencies. This can leave them unaware of external 
contingencies that may impact their operations. Model 
accuracy has improved and discrepancies are becoming 
less frequent. This points to better model validation, 
however, systematic and periodic validation of models 
was not consistent across entities.

Quality

Limited visibility of external systems in the RTCA 
prevented operators from seeing issues on neighboring 
systems that may have impacted their systems, as 
well as understanding how issues on their system 
impact the larger interconnected system. In addition, 
inaccurate models led to inaccurate results that did not 
represent the system properly. Discrepancies between 
the WECC planning model and the RTCA model created 
inaccuracies in the results that jeopardized entities’ 
ability to respond to potential contingencies.

Nearly all entities visited in 2017 have fully integrated 
RTCA into their Real-time operations, whereas in 2016, 
some entities had their RTCA running but did not 
fully integrate it into their operations. About half of 
the entities visited this year were continually training 
operators on the use of RTCA and/or state estimator, 
and the performance of studies.

Use

There was inconsistent use of RTCA tools, even when 
entities had them. In some cases, RTCA tools were 
just not used by entities, or used so infrequency as to 
provide little value.

Nearly all entities visited have procedures in place 
for the loss of RTCA and other Real-time tools. These 
processes must be reviewed to ensure that immediate 
notifications and backup actions are taken when RTCA 
scans have failed. These actions should begin to occur in 
a time period that is closer to two failed scans than the 
30-minute time frame identified in the standard.

Process in Case of RTCA Failure

Entities did not give timely notification to the RC or 
neighbors of the loss of their RTCA, prohibiting anyone 
from assisting them in Real-time situational awareness. 
A loss of RTCA renders an entity blind to potential 
impacts from contingencies on the system. Upon the 
loss of RTCA, as the entity works to regain capability, 
timely notification of the RC and neighbors that have 
visibility of their system will allow them to help monitor 
the entity’s system while they re-establish RTCA 
capability. Roughly one-third of TOPs did not have these 
procedures in place.
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Today In Depth

Tools

For the TOPs visited, the team found that there were three categorical approaches to RTCA: 

• Utilize Peak RC RTCA and HAA tools: Six entities use the Peak HAA RTCA tool as their primary Real-time 
assessment tool. Peak provides the tool through a web-based portal but does not review individual entity 
assessment results. Users of the tool are responsible for running and reviewing their own results. The HAA 
tool offers an alternative to in-house RTCA tools, and is most often used by small to medium entities. HAA can 
also be used as a backup to in-house RTCA or as a method to check RTCA results. Peak makes its system-wide 
RTCA results available to all TOPs without a subscription to the entire HAA tool suite. This provides TOPs with 
information on violations of any post contingent emergency limit. 

• Utilize a vendor-based application through internal system: Thirteen TOPs utilize a vendor-based application 
through their internal system. 

• Utilize an in-house developed application supported by studies and Real-time data:  One entity employs an in-
house application that is derived from studies and Real-time data.

Use

Concerns around the integration and use of RTCA in Real-time operations are being addressed, largely influenced 
by TOP-001 R13. A new concern has surfaced around the use of RTCA tools. At several entities, it was unclear when 
mitigating actions were developed to address potential criteria violations identified in Real-time assessments but not 
in previous- or current-day studies. Next-day and current-day studies identify most potential issues, giving operators 
time to develop mitigation plans. However, new issues arise in Real-time assessments due to changing system 
conditions, modeling discrepancies, etc. Mitigation plans must be developed for these issues. As a generally accepted 
practice, several entities noted that they wait for the issue to present itself on two Real-time scans (approximately 
six to 10 minutes) to ensure it is a valid contingency. However, some operators were unable to identify the mitigating 
actions associated with contingencies identified in RTCA, even for conditions that occur regularly. 

One entity entered appropriate mitigating actions directly into its RTCA tool. Upon receipt of a potential violation 
the operator could review the information to validate the identified issue and respond. The information is readily 
available in case the issue occurs. 

Real-Time Assessments
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Next-Day Studies

Description

Next-day studies allow entities to proactively identify 
potential issues on the system and develop operating 
solutions prior to the operations horizon. Because all 
TOPs are required to perform NDS (TOP-002-2b R11) 
or Operational Planning Analysis (TOP-002-4 R1 as 
of April 1, 2017), the assurance work focused on the 
following:

• Quality: To what extent entity studies include key 
inputs and accurate information 

• Frequency: How often entities conduct a NDS
• Process: Whether the study process is 

documented, with clear triggers for conducting 
new studies

• Internal Dissemination and Use: Whether the 
hand off from study engineering to system 
operations is smooth and conducive to 
communication and clarification 

• Review and Validation: The extent to which 
entities review study information shared by 
others

The team observed the following practices or 
approaches at many entities.

• Three of 24 entities have employed a systematic 
method—in addition to professional judgement—to 
identify impactful facilities in neighboring systems.

• At many entities, there is a lack of procedural 
guidance on what factors trigger a new next-day 
study or current-day study. 

• Less than one-quarter of the entities visited review 
neighbors’ NDS and only 60 percent review Peak RC’s 
OPA daily.

The team observed the following excellent 
practices at one or more entity. 

• 24/7 Study Engineer in the Control Room: having 
a study engineer in the control room at all times 
provides immediate consultation on any study 
questions and concerns. These engineers can re-run 
studies and help operators. 

• Market-Sensitive NDS: Employing a market-sensitive 
approach to NDS by using multiple dispatch 
and transfer scenarios to account for all market 
conditions ensures all operating points are studied. 
By using combinations of load flows with extreme 
dispatch and transfer scenarios, an entity can better 
understand how market operations might impact its 
operations.

Individual Entity Performance

Overall, there is a moderate positive correlation 
between entity size and performance for next-day 
studies. This may be expected because additional 
resources help make some NDS improvements 
easier; e.g., running sensitivity studies and running a 
new study each day. However, the weakness of the 
correlation is likely related to the fact that effective 
communication, information sharing and process 
documentation strategies are not entirely dependent 
on entity resources.

Areas of Concern

Excellence in Practice

< 10 10  - 35 > 7035  - 70
Size in MVA Equivalent (1,000 MVA)

Max Avg Min

Excellent Performance: Performers use a systematic process to 
identify model inputs; perform a daily study for the next day; 
have a well-documented study process that includes triggers 
for new studies, validation of impactful facilities, and formal 
internal handoff; and validate study results with the Peak OPA and 
neighbor studies.

Concerning Performance: Performers do not validate studies; rely 
on judgment to determine outage and contingency assumptions; 
lack well-documented study processes; have no formal handoff; 
and do not review external studies to validate their own. 

Excellent 
Performance

Concerning
Performance
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All visited TOPs perform some evaluation of their system 
for the next-day, but 17 entities perform a new NDS 
daily as a matter of course, regardless of changes to the 
system. The other seven entities perform NDS on some 
variation of an as-needed basis.

Frequency

Today

In 2011, a significant portion of TOPs did not perform 
NDS. Some entities relied solely on their seasonal 
studies, or studies conducted on a different frequency. 
In other cases, while company policies dictated that 
studies be conducted daily, these studies were not 
conducted according to stated policy. In some cases, 
entities claimed that the RC was or should have been 
responsible for conducting NDS.

Lookback Summary

Next-Day Studies

2011

Most entities include external outages in their NDS. 
To determine which external outages to include, some 
entities include all outages on neighboring systems and a 
few use distribution factors to determine outages. Many 
entities, however, rely solely on professional judgement 
to select external outages. 
All entities that have sub-100-kV elements have 
considered the impact in their NDS. In some cases, 
entities include all internal facilities regardless of studied 
impact and in other cases entities conduct studies to 
determine which facilities to include. The inclusion of 
all pertinent facilities greatly impacts the accuracy of 
results.

Quality

In 2011, many TOPs did not include external elements 
in their NDS and the ones that did often used out-of-
date models that did not reflect next-day operating 
conditions external to their systems. As a result, these 
next-day studies did not adequately predict the impact 
of contingencies beyond the entity’s system. In addition, 
some TOPs did not consider lower-voltage facilities in 
NDS, and there was an attitude with some entities that 
they did not need to. As a result, these facilities were 
overlooked and could have—and on September 8, 2011 
did—become overloaded by a contingency on parallel 
high-voltage elements.

Every entity has a process for conducting NDS; however, 
the degree to which those processes are documented 
varies. All entities run new studies (current-day study 
or re-run of NDS), but most use only professional 
judgement to determine when new studies are 
necessary. Only a few entities have documented 
thresholds that trigger new studies.

Process

In some instances, NDS processes existed—though to 
what extent they were documented is not clear. In other 
cases, no process existed because the entity did not 
conduct NDS. 

All entities share their next-day studies internally with 
management and operators. Most entities have study 
engineers who do a daily review with operators about 
the results of the studies and proposed mitigation 
plans. Most entities noted that real-time operators 
are proactive in providing feedback to study engineers 
when they see something incorrect or have questions 
regarding the study. Additionally, two entities have study 
engineers available in the control room 24/7.

Internal Dissemination and Use

Based on anecdotal accounts, there was very poor 
communication between the planning and operations 
teams at some entities. This was not specifically 
addressed in the Joint Report on Arizona-Southern 
California Outages on September 8, 2011; however, a 
critical component in the effectiveness of system studies 
is the extent to and way they are shared with operations 
personnel.

While study results are actively shared through Peak RC’s 
website, most entities do not review neighboring NDS on 
a routine, daily basis, though approximately 60 percent 
review the Peak Operations Planning Analysis (OPA) daily.

Review and Validation

Entities rarely reviewed study information from 
neighbors, usually only when requested. 
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Today In Depth

Frequency

Seventeen of 24 entities conduct NDS daily as a matter of course. In 2017, one entity with a relatively unchanging 
system reviews its existing studies daily and only conducts a new one when necessary. Three of the entities visited 
in 2016 conduct weekly studies and update daily only as needed, and another three conduct NDS when necessary, 
based on professional judgement. Professional judgement, while important is not sufficient for deciding when to 
conduct a next-day study. Without pre-determined thresholds or trigger points for conducting a NDS, a study may 
not be performed when it should be and critical information may be missed.

Process

Each entity has a process for conducting NDS. The degree to which entities document their processes varies. An 
emerging concern is the lack of documented processes for determining when a new study must be run (current-
day study or re-run of NDS). Seventy-one percent of entities conduct a unique study for the current day. Some 
entities conduct a new current-day study regardless of changes to the system. Other entities conduct a new study 
(current day or re-run of NDS) only when changes on the system warrant. While all entities run new studies based on 
professional judgement, three entities back that judgement up with documented thresholds that trigger a new study.

Review and Validation

Sixty percent of entities review Peak’s OPA daily. Two entities indicated they regularly review their neighbor’s studies 
posted on PeakRC.org. Other entities state that the high volume of information they must review makes reviewing all 
neighboring studies daily difficult. In addition, several entities stated that reviewing neighbors’ studies provides little 
value because they are posted too late in the day. To address this, WECC’s Next-Day Studies Work Group (NDSWG) is 
working with Peak RC to develop an NDS Dashboard to facilitate a mechanism for TOPs to communicate critical study 
results to impacted entities.

Next-Day Studies
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Communication, Coordination and Data Sharing

Description

The communication of information and data, and 
review of that information, is critical to the reliability 
of the interconnected system. While it is necessary 
that all entities operate their own systems reliably, this 
is not sufficient to promote the reliable operation of 
the Interconnection. The Assurance Team focused on 
the following areas:

• Communication: The nature and effectiveness of 
entity-to-entity communications on operations 
issues

• Outage coordination: How entities coordinate 
outages and participate in regional and 
Interconnection-wide outage coordination efforts 

• Data sharing: How well entities share study 
results and critical system information to allow 
coordination of operations

The team observed the following practices or 
approaches at many entities.

• The range of approaches used to coordinate and 
validate outages poses a concern. While COS is the 
central Interconnection-wide tool for coordinating 
outages, not all entities use it as their primary 
mechanism for outage coordination. This is due in 
part to an insistent reliance on legacy regional outage 
coordination tools, and in part to the cumbersome 
and confusing nature of COS. While it has been 
improved, entities noted that COS is still cumbersome 
to pull information from and the naming convention 
is still inconsistent. 

The team did not observe any excellent practices 
in this area. Individual Entity Performance

Overall, there is no substantial positive correlation 
between entity size and performance for 
communication, coordination and data sharing. These 
activities are not typically enhanced with the addition 
of personnel or resources, but instead depend on 
entity culture and attitude. Therefore, entity size is not 
a major factor for this topic.

Areas of Concern

Excellence in Practice

< 10 10  - 35 > 7035  - 70
Size in MVA Equivalent (1,000 MVA)

Max Avg Min
Excellent 
Performance

Concerning
Performance

Excellent Performance: Performers share facility rating changes 
with Peak and neighbors; post studies to Peak’s website; validate 
outages with COS; and maintain open communication with Peak 
and neighbors.

Concerning Performance: Performers do not post studies to 
Peak’s website; do not validate outages with COS; and have 
restricted or strained communication with Peak and neighbors.
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Entities believe they receive all the information 
necessary from neighbors and the RC to operate their 
systems and maintain awareness of external systems. 
Sharing of operational data happens regularly and 
overall, entities respond to data requests in a timely 
manner. Data sharing with Peak RC has improved, and 
model differences are rare. All TOPs post their NDS 
results to the PeakRC.org site, where they can also 
access studies of other entities and Peak RC.

Data Sharing

Today

Information was not shared broadly, and there was a 
general lack of trust that resulted in entities not sharing 
information. The RC, TOPs and BAs lacked adequate 
reliability data necessary to perform the studies and 
Real-time assessments. This lack of knowledge and 
information about external systems led entities to 
operate their own systems with little to no knowledge 
of the rest of the Interconnection. In general, TOPs were 
not sharing NDS findings with neighboring TOPs or the 
RC, except by request. The RC only shared its NDS when 
conditions warranted or when requested to do so.

Lookback Summary

Communication, Coordination and Data Sharing

2011

Outage coordination has improved but continued 
consolidation is needed. All entities enter their outages 
into COS. The COS is much improved and allows 
entities to pull information on other entities’ outages. 
However, the system is still reportedly cumbersome 
and inconsistent in naming convention, causing some 
entities to forego validating their outages against 
those in COS. Within subregions, outage coordination 
works well; there are several regional or neighbor-to-
neighbor systems in place where entities share outage 
information. Multiple platforms may make validation of 
outage coordination at the Interconnection-wide level 
difficult.

Outage Coordination

As part of the larger information sharing issue, outage 
coordination was lacking. Entities shared their outage 
information with the RC through the Coordinated 
Outage System (COS), which at the time was a 
rudimentary tracking system. Entities could only review 
their own data in the system and could not pull out 
information on other entities’ outages. 

Communication between entities, and between entities 
and Peak RC, has improved. Entities consistently 
reported that they have very positive operating 
relationships with their neighbors. Entities trust that 
their neighbors will contact them in the event of an issue 
on their system. Entities are also confident that Peak 
RC will contact them if an issue is identified in the RC’s 
RTCA.

Communication

Overall, there was a lack of regular communication 
between entities on key operational issues. Prior to 
the outage, entities were not sharing information and 
communicating on system operations, which resulted 
in a lack of awareness of what was happening on 
neighboring systems. The relationships did not exist that 
may have allowed entities to communicate better during 
and directly following the event.
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Today In Depth

Data Sharing

Most entities receive requested data points from neighbors. On average, entities noted it takes one to two weeks to 
receive a data point to include in their Inter-control Center Communications Protocol (ICCP) data points. Depending 
on the number of points requested, larger data requests can take up to one month based on priority. All entities said 
they willingly share points requested by neighbors. All entities share their NDS results via Peak RC’s website.

Outage Coordination

Entities enter their outage information into Peak RC’s COS tool. Entities can pull outage information from this tool as 
well. All entities indicated that they get necessary outage information from neighbors in an acceptable time frame. 

Outage coordination and validation processes vary across the Interconnection, and while COS is the only centralized 
Interconnection-wide outage coordination mechanism, it is not the primary method through with entities coordinate 
and validate outages. Entities employ one or more of several methods to coordinate outages: COS, weekly 
coordination calls with neighbors, regional spreadsheets, Peak RC’s OPA, and emails from neighboring entities’ outage 
coordination departments. In some cases, entities employ three separate methods for tracking outages. Many 
entities keep track of their own and neighbors’ outages on different systems and spreadsheets, depending on the 
regional area within the Interconnection. Some entities rely solely on emails from their neighbors without validating 
the information in COS. 

With multiple platforms, validation of outage information used in operational studies becomes more critical. Of the 
2017 entities, four use COS to select and confirm outages for their next-day and current-day models. Six entities use 
an internal method for selecting external outages and do not validate against the COS. Entities gave two reasons 
for not using COS: 1) it is cumbersome and difficult to use, and 2) the naming convention is inconsistent, making it 
a challenge to identify outages. In some cases, entities rely on neighbors to contact them when impactful outages 
need to be included in their studies. This assumes the neighbor understands what outages will impact the affected 
entity. Given that most entities have not determined impactful external facilities through studies, it is not likely that 
a neighbor would fully understand the impacts one of its outages will have on the neighboring system. Therefore, 
relying on an alert from a neighbor about when to include an outage in a study is not a recommended practice.

Communication

Entities trust that their neighbors will notify them of issues the neighbor sees on their system. Most entities stated 
they have an open and trusting relationship with their neighbors, which facilitates coordination. However, it was 
noted that in some cases an entity may rely on Peak RC to strongly encourage this coordination to take place.

Peak RC holds daily coordination subregional calls about upcoming outages, contingencies, and mitigation plans. 
Entities that do not attend a daily scheduled call with Peak RC reported that Peak RC will call them nightly to discuss 
outages and any upcoming or ongoing issues. All entities stated that Peak RC is proactive in calling when they see an 
RTCA violation in their footprint. Most entities rely on and trust that Peak RC will notify them if an issue is identified 
in the RC’s RTCA. Communications with Peak RC are cordial and conversational. Entities stated that Peak RC is open to 
suggestions on how to mitigate issues that arise.

Communication, Coordination and Data Sharing
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Description

This general category addresses two sub issues: the 
operational paradigm around System Operating Limits 
and the relationships between entities and the RC. 
For evaluation purposes, the team broke this category 
down into the following components: 

• Trust and respect: the nature of the relationships 
entities have with each other and the RC

• Operational authority: extent to which entities 
accept and respect RC authority and the 
understanding of path operations’ roles and 
responsibilities 

• System Operating Limit (SOL) Mitigation: the 
extent to which entities understand and have 
applied the new SOL methodology

The team observed the following practices or 
approaches at many entities.

• Entities are struggling to change path methodology 
and operate to specific elements of the path, not the 
legacy Path Rating or TTC.

The team did not observe any excellent practices 
in this area. 

Individual Entity Performance

Overall, there is a slight negative correlation between 
entity size and relationship with neighbors and the RC. 
The team observed that smaller entities rely heavily 
on the RC and larger neighbors. These results reflect 
this relationship and do not necessarily reflect a poor 
relationship between large entities, their neighbors 
and the RC.

Areas of Concern

Excellence in Practice

Operational Paradigm and Relationships

Excellent 
Performance

Concerning
Performance

< 101 0  - 35 > 7035  - 70
Size in MVA Equivalent (1,000 MVA)

Max Avg Min

Excellent Performance: Performers have established trusting 
relationships with neighbors; interact regularly with Peak and 
neighbors; trust Peak’s model; have a clear understanding of and 
respect Peak’s role; and have accurately implemented Peak’s 
revised SOL methodology.

Concerning Performance: Performers have an overly internal 
focus; are not responsive to external opinions and suggestions; 
question Peak’s expertise and value; and operate to historical 
path SOLs. 
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Overall, entities have good working relationships with 
their neighbors. Entities communicate openly and often 
with neighbors and are very comfortable contacting 
neighbors and the RC when issues arise. 

In general, entities trust and respect Peak RC. Peak’s 
cooperative approach and model improvements have 
positively increased this level of trust.

Trust and Respect

Today

In general, entities displayed a lack of trust between 
each other and the RC. There was a lack of clarity about 
the roles and responsibilities of TOPs and the RC. This 
played out in data sharing and communication for 
operational issues.

Lookback Summary

2011

Operating Instructions are not common in the Western 
Interconnection, due in large part to Peak RC’s proactive 
and cooperative approach to discussing solutions with 
entities prior to reaching the point where an operating 
instruction is necessary. Only one entity has received an 
Operating Instruction from Peak RC in the last year. All 
but one entity commented on the positive, respectful 
tone during discussions with Peak RC and feel Peak 
respects the entities’ knowledge of their own systems 
and suggested solutions. 
Path operations is still somewhat of a concern in 
the Interconnection, but the work of the WECC Path 
Operator Implementation Task Force has improved the 
situation. Peak RC staff is prepared to intervene in any 
issues that cannot be resolved between entities.

Operational Authority

It is not clear that entities respected the RC as the 
highest level of authority for the reliable operation of 
the entire Interconnection. 

Following the event in 2011, the issue of path operator 
authority surfaced as it became clear that there was 
some confusion as to which entities have authority over 
the operation of certain WECC paths.

Entities develop mitigation plans for criteria violations 
of normal and emergency limits. Entities will take 
pre-contingency action, but only for exceedance of 
emergency (or highest rating) limits. In implementing the 
new SOL Methodology, several entities still operate to 
the Total Transfer Capability (TTC) value (a market-based 
value) rather than individual element SOLs.

SOL Mitigation

Most entities relied on post-contingency mitigation 
plans, rather than proactively responding on a pre-
contingency basis. Very few entities that relied on post-
contingency plans considered the timing of the plans to 
ensure they could adequately address contingencies. In 
addition, most entities used post-contingency mitigation 
plans to get below normal ratings but relied on RAS to 
get below emergency ratings.

Operational Paradigm and Relationships
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Today In Depth

Trust and Respect

Entities communicate well with each other. Communications between entities are courteous and professional. 
Entities work through issues and concerns together. Entities expressed no problems with calling their neighbors to 
discuss issues like conflicting outages, and often spoke about specific instances in which neighboring entities worked 
together to create a mutually beneficial solution to outage coordination. From time to time, problems with neighbors 
arise, and usually the entities deal with those. Sometimes entities will involve Peak RC to help solve issues. 

All entities say Peak RC’s model has improved and, because of this, they trust more in Peak’s ability to monitor 
and operate the system. In general, entities trust and respect Peak RC. With few exceptions, respect across the 
Interconnection has increased and entities recognize Peak RC’s role and authority. Peak RC’s increased accuracy and 
quality in modeling and cooperative approach to interactions has been critical to developing this respect and trust.

Operational Authority

After the 2011 event, a Path Operator Task Force (POTF) was convened in January of 2013 to identify and correct the 
issues stated above. The POTF developed a report that included several recommendations to address path operations 
in WECC. The WECC Operating Committee disbanded the POTF and organized the Path Operator Implementation Task 
Force (POITF). The POITF was instructed to provide direction and support and to implement the recommendations 
from the POTF Report. The recommended implementation is now effective with the new NERC TOP and IRO 
Standards and Peak RC SOL methodology.

SOL Mitigation

The Assurance Team’s review of SOL mitigation focused on both actual and potential SOL violations. A majority of 
entities noted that they identify and develop mitigation plans for criteria violations of normal and emergency limits in 
next-day studies and RTCA. Entities will take pre-contingency action for exceedances of emergency (or highest rating) 
limits. Although data was limited, the team felt that all visited entities were committed to taking prompt action for 
Real-time SOL exceedances. 

The new SOL Methodology paradigm does not respect the previous TTC value as a reliability-based SOL. Each facility 
has an SOL that must be respected. Operating to a TTC as a reliability-based value rather than a market value could 
cause unnecessary action to be taken. It was noted that several entities still operate to the TTC value rather than 
following the guidance to operate to the SOLs for individual facilities.

Operational Paradigm and Relationships


